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Comedy central app comcast xfinity

Comcast directors developed San Francisco 49ers legend Dwight Clark to demonstrate new improvements to the Xfinity Sports App on the cable-TV X1 video platform. The demo took place at the new 49ers house at Levi's Stadium in Santa Clara, CA on Wednesday. Comcast is loading up
its on-screen sports app, throwing in colorful stats, more scores, and easier access to find other games to watch. These new features are already live for Major League Baseball and the most prominent football leagues, while more comes as NFL and college football season ramp up. The
sports app accesses real-time data to provide charts, graphs, and other statistical measures of player and team performance. For example, you can get a statistical probability about who will win the game, which changes depending on how the teams perform in real time. In baseball, you
can see where it is more likely that a dough will connect for a shot, for example, and during a football game, you can call the completion percentage of a quarterback. There is also a great emphasis on fantasy sports, with real-time stats on individual players. Comcast The new Xfinity sports
experience puts live player stats in a slide-out menu. Comcast has partnered with Philadelphia startup OneTwoSee to meet its goals. OneTwoSee aggregates sports data for different platforms, turning them into an attractive format that should attract hardcore state geeks and casual fans
alike. Clark, a two-time Super Bowl champion, said the stats he sees while using his own Xfinity service at home is the kind of information he wanted he had while playing. He recounted during his days the NFL needed to wait until the plane trip back in order to analyze a just-finished game
that way. I now see statistics while watching [Xfinity sports app] that you didn't really know you needed until you experienced it that way, he said. The Fantasy section has the greatest potential for a deeper link in other services. For example, the current fantasy point calculations are based
on standard point values from a popular league like Yahoo. If I were to play fantastic baseball, I'd like to see my team evolve. OneTwoSee CEO and co-founder Chris Reynolds said such partnerships could make sense along the way. The goal with the platform is to humanize statistics,
making them visual and simple to decipher, he said. There are certainly other room for improvement, as many of the statistics, would be unit summaries, would say the narrative of the game even better if you could expand on them and get more specific information. Comcast's Silicon
Innovation Center's Executive Director of Product Management Preston Smalley said the plan is to collect usage data to determine which portions of interface viewers use the most. They will then be targeted for future updates. Derek Walter Walter new features are now available for
Comcast Xfinity X1 subscribers. Press a dedicated button on the remote control to launch the app, then you can go through different leagues and games. If you have the MLB Extra Innings package, which serves every game, you can skip to watch another game from this interface. The new
sports app is live for those who subscribe to one of Comcast's X1 packages. More features are rolling as NFL and NBAA football seasons begin this fall, Smalley said. Live scores also come for the top football leagues in Spain and Mexico. Interactive scores are already here for English
Premier League and Major League Soccer. Note: When you purchase something after clicking on the links in our articles, we may earn a small fee. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Launch on February 28 for all subscribers, the new Comcast Xfinity Stream app will allow users
to access live TV streams, recorded DVR content and on-demand programming from any remote location. After being detailed by Comcast, this app will replace the aging of the Xfinity TV app, which was originally launched for iOS users in late 2010. Compatible with both iOS and Android
devices, subscribers will be able to access more than 200 live streaming channels using the Xfinity Stream app. Some of these channels include ESPN, MSNBC, CNN, NBC Sports, Disney Channel and Nick Jr. While Comcast has not named all the top cable and premium networks that are
alluded to in the press release, live streaming also includes music with 50 Music Choice channels on the service. If subscribers don't want to use LTE streaming because of expensive data plans, Comcast includes an offline viewing feature for both on-demand programming and DVR
content. Subscribers will be able to download TV shows and movies to their mobile device, ideal for later viewing without online access. Similar to the Xfinity TV app, users will still be able to schedule DVR recordings as they move away from home. The new app will link directly to
Comcast's Stream TV service for cable cutters, currently scheduled for a nationwide launch later this year. The service is aimed at customers who want access to local network stations without having to rely on an external television antenna. Interestingly, the service only works in a home
that is connected to an Xfinity Wi-Fi network. Subscribers cannot access the service remotely. Other features in the Comcast Xfinity Stream app include being able to search for content using categories, filtering content with critical scores, and Common Sense Media ratings, and setting
content restrictions using Parental. As for bicultural support, Comcast includes Spanish-language options within the app and the ability to access secondary audio streams in Spanish for English programming. Current users of the Xfinity TV app should expect that app to update automatically
to the Xfinity Stream app on or after February 28. New users will be able to download download in the App Store or Google Play. Editors' Recommendations For Reprint Article Comcast (CMCSA: Nasdaq) By Wells Fargo Securities ($37.99, April 6, 2017) Comcast's Xfinity Mobile could be
the company's next growth driver. Our valuation range of $42-$43 is based on a 3% terminal revenue growth estimate and an 8% discount rate in our five-year updated-cash flow analysis. [I rate Comcast (ticker: CMCSA) at Outperform.] First, kudos to Comcast to tell us a lot without really
telling us a lot (i.e., We still don't know how to model this!). On a more serious note, we believe that this management team has done a good job proving to Street that MVNO (mobile virtual network operator) product is real. Xfinity Mobile is not a smoke screen to distract us from what could
be a broader wireless initiative (although questions about this may reappear once we get the final results from the incentive auction at the end of April). Xfinity Mobile matches exactly the Comcast strategy/history, which has harnessed its network (including hotspots) and scale to expand its
relationship with existing customers, as well as attract new ones (think of Xfinity Home &amp; Security, X1, Voice Remote Control). We still don't know the exact financial impact, but it doesn't sound like Xfinity Mobile will be a long-term drag. In fact, this product could end up being one of
Comcast's more significant growth drivers. Xfinity Mobile is a typical mobile product with unlimited voice, speech and text. However, it takes subs to have an Xfinity broadband subscription as well as a new phone. The service uses the Verizon Communications (VZ) network through MVNO
in combination with Wi-Fi comcast hotspots (of which there are 16 million, most of them in the home). Subscribers' phones will automatically discover these hotspots, connect to them, and then authenticate automatically. Xfinity Mobile will be available on Apple (AAPL) (iPhone), Samsung
(Galaxy) and LG. A full-level test co.la launches today and a commercial launch later this year. Comcast's pricing scheme is both simple and dynamic. It's simple that there are no access fees and there are only two plan options: 1) Unlimited for $45 per line per month (if you have the best
X1 packages) or $65 per line per month (if you're some other Xfinity broadband client); and 2) By Gig for $12 per GB (gigabyte). The dynamic part is that each line (up to five) can be evaluated individually, so if some members of a household use less data they can pay for the gig while the
heavier users can remain unlimited. In particular, all options include unlimited talk and text. While these prices do not include taxes and charges, Comcast shown these plans are cheaper than average plans from wireless companies today.. The beauty of this particular product is that it uses
existing Comcast plants/people/network/customer relations. Remember: 1) Comcast is the largest Wi-Fi provider in the US; 2) Already spends $3.5 billion a year on advertising and 3) It has 500 stores for sale-in and demos; and 4) There are 29 million existing customer relationships. What
we know is: 1) this product should be the net present value (VAN) positive once the limited scale (low-to-medium-single-digit penetration of Xfinity broadband) is achieved; 2) Drag 2017 is $200 million-$300 million on top of normal corporate overhead spending of approximately $900 million;
3) It's capital-spending-light, so the only thing to think about is the net impact of working capital from phones; and 4) Churn should improve. -- Ryvicker Brands -- Stephan Bisson -- Se H. Kim Companies mentioned in Hot Research are the subject of research reports recently published by
investment firms. Their opinions do not in any way represent those of Barrons.com or Dow Jones &amp; Company, Inc. Some of the issuers of the reports have provided or hope to provide investment banking or other services to the companies under review. Share prices at the time of issue
of the report and the date of the report are in brackets. Comments: Comcast's online.editors@barrons.com Xfinity Mobile's email could be the next driver growth company. Error, try again later. Thank you This article was sent to
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